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mbmoriarity@eastlink.ca

From: mbmoriarity@eastlink.ca

Sent: September 2, 2022 8:55 AM

Subject: WOW! September is Here! and so is your Friday Check-In email from Mary-Beth.

 

WOW!  Here we are- unbelievable is it not? 
 
As you open my Friday email and take note of the various announcements, I also invite you to remember that this email is one part 
of a variety of new communication tools I took on in the midst of COVID.  Over 2 years ago as I sought to ensure we kept connected 
and that the ongoing work and ministry of PUC continued and was supported by your presence, prayers and financial support. 
 
I do sometimes wonder if the time and effort put in to these Friday Check-Ins are reaping the benefit of increased connection and 
heightened awareness and engagement. Perhaps they are just one of the many “sign-up” emails that are deleted from your inbox 
as quickly as they arrive. Perhaps? 
 
So please, I would like to know if these Friday Check-Ins are appreciated and useful.  I would like your feedback. If they are not- let 
me know. If they are- let me know. And if they are, let me know if there is other pieces of info you would like to have included. 
 
As I said, this Friday Check-In was one part of the new communication tools I began to employ during COVID, the other was my 
Thursday PUC NEWS, VIEWS & ANNOUNCEMENTS video that I upload to our PUC Facebook Page and YouTube Channel every 
Thursday. 
 
Now there is some cross over between the Friday email and Thursday video, but there is usually much more to take in via the video. 
 
So if you haven’t seen this weeks… here is the YouTube link…. 
https://youtu.be/tsR-soSMGqs 
and of course it is on our Facebook page. 
 
As you will note this weeks contains much about our PUC September re-start as ministry and activities gear up (hmmmm… did they 
ever gear down??!!) 
 
Again, I would like to know if these Thursday videos are appreciated and useful.  I would like your feedback. If they are not- let me 
know. If they are- let me know. And if they are, let me know if there is other pieces of info you would like to have included. 
 
 
As aways, I hope this note finds you and yours well and I look forward to hearing from you. I do value your time and opinion and 
appreciate your support. 
 
Namaste 
 
MB 
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Happy Friday ~ 

Happy September ~ 

Happy Labour Day! 

  

Seems to me a time when we reach back into the weeks that 

have so quickly passed, seeking to hold on to the goodness of 

the Summer season. As we also move, perhaps somewhat 

tentatively, into the weeks as head and the newness and 

opportunities placed before us. Indeed a kind-of second new 

year in our calendar. 

 

So it is for me and for our ministry and the life and work of 

PUC! 

 

You will note that this coming Sunday is named as a "Road Trip" 

Sunday. A Sunday for you to enjoy visiting a 

neighbouring community of faith or perhaps re-visiting one of 

our many PUC live-streamed worships or pre-recorded 

worships or visiting Spirit Glen for a soul stroll or....... 

...hmmmm... what might you do this Sunday to restore and 

renew and be in the presence of God?  

 

Blessings of love and deep presence to you whatever you may 

choose to do and wherever you might find yourself. 

 

Mary-Beth 

 

ps... as you take the time to move through our announcements, 

please mark your September calendar and share the 

invitation with friends about what's happening at PUC.  
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Now who doesn't like a BBQ!!!  
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Check Out this Week's 

PUC News, Views & Announcements .. 

Find it posted to our Facebook page 

or click on the YouTube link below: 

https://youtu.be/tsR-soSMGqs 

 

** While you are on our PUC YouTube Channel check out our new 

ministry of music videos from our PUC Choir & friends. 
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